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Heating Plul11bing & Allied
Merchants Association
Following our report in last
month's issue comes news that
the Heating, Plumbing & Allied
ants Association has
in eed been formed with over 20
paid-up members already
committed as we go to press and
a further 10 or so pledged to join
in the coming weeks. An
executive has been properly
elected with Tony Callaghan of
Arcon appointed to the post of
Chairman.
I

Annual membership has been set
at £ I00 and those paid up to date
include Brooks Thoma , Gerard
Kelly & Co, Clondalkin Builders
Providers, Arcon Heating &
Plumbing Service , Heatequip,
Buckley Builders Providers,
C F Quadrant, Suppliers Ltd,

KCR Heating Supplies,
Chadwicks, Heatmerchants, Euro
Heating & Plumbing Supplies,
Heatovent, Hevac, H&V Sales,
Heating Distributors, G&T
Garton, Dublin Provider,
General Building Supplies, PLM,
Davies, Swords Plumbing
Supplies and Richmond Builders
Providers.
The aims and objectives of the
As ociation are quite simple to provide merchants with an
opportunity for regular meetings
to discuss new business ideas or
method and provide information
u eful to it members.
However, from the outset, it must
be stated that they do not include
the formation of a cartel or elitist
group intent on dictating to

others how to run their business.
Nonetheless, the Association
expres Iy want to ee more
professionalism introduced to the
bu iness and is committed to a
return to sensible trading
strategies which include making
a profit and being properly
rewarded for the service
provided.
The pressures and constraints of
today' commercial world has
led to established ground rules
being bent and broken to a point
where they have been "all but
eliminated in a great many
busine sectors. The merchant
sector has not been immune to
thi .
Hence the emergence of the new
Association. No single company

Hitachi at Merrion Hall

Pictured above is Merrion Hall in Dublin where Rink Air Conditioning installed a Hitachi set·free variable
refrigerant volume (VRV) system earlier this year. Total system capacity - which comprises one outdoor unit
and six indoor
units - is 25kW.
Published
by ARROW@TU
Dublin, 1993

Tony Callaghan, Chairman of
the newly-formed Heating,
Plumbing & Allied Merchants
Association

i behind it but rather a collection
of like-minded individuals who
were concerned at the
deterioration in the level of
professionalism and integrity of
the busine s.
''To protect and advance the
• continued on page 2

Finheat
Cherry Pick!
Finheat Ltd have chosen Cherry
Orchard Industrial Estate,
Dublin 10, as the location for
their new premises. The move
has already taken place with all
operations now functioning to
maximum effect.
With over 5,000 q ft of office,
warehouse, trade counter and
showroom facilities at their
dispo aI, Finheat is currently in
the process of introducing still
more effective customer
benefits. Everything from the
the easier parking to the more
efficient movement of good and
operation of the trade counter
have allowed the company to
introduce a more professional
ervice from which customers
are already benefiting.
1
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XSAXI
THE BAXI SOLO 2 .
PF RANGE.
The new Baxi Solo 2. A boiler that's more
advanced and even easier to install than its
predecessor. Here is a summary of the key
features.
CONSTRUCTION The new Monobloc cast iron
heat exchanger now offers efficiency levels of up
to 80%.

HEAT OUTPUT POWERED FLUE.
30 PF 20-30,000 Btu/h (5.86 kW - 8.79 kW)
40 PF 31-40,000 Btu/h (9.09 kW - 11.72 kW)
50 PF 41-50,000 Btu/h (12.02 kW - 14.65 kW)
60 PF 51-60,000 Btu/h (14.95 kW - 17.58 kW)
80 PF 61-80,000 Btu/h (17.88 kW - 23.45 kW)
DIMENSIONS

Height:
Width:
Depth:

30 PF
600mm
(231//)
350mm
(13W')

40 PF
600mm
(23W')
350mm
(13W')

50 PF
600mm
(23W')
350mm
(13W')

462mm
(l8")

80 PF
600mm
(23W')
462mm
(18")

287mm
(lPJ,s")

287mm
(115/16")

287mm
(1P/16")

287mm
(lP/16")

287mm
(lP/16")

INSTALLATION LIFT WEIGHT
40 PF
30 PF
23.5kg
23.5kg
(51.8Ibs)
(51.8Ibs)

50 PF
23.5kg
(51.8Ibs)

60 PF
600mm
(23W')

60 PF
32.6kg
(71.8Ibs)

-

80 PF
32.6kg
(71.8Ibs)

SPECIFICATIONS A rotating flue turret allows rear, left, right or vertical flue outlets.
•
Internal fixing kit as standard. Standard 4" flue throughout range.
SAFETY Operates on a negative pressure format.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ONTHE BAXI SOLO 2PF RANGE,

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol32/iss7/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7XQ3Z CONTACT YOUR

LOCAL HEATMERCHANTS BRANCH.
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Readership Data
Irish Building Services News (formerly Irish
H&V News) is Ireland's only Building Services
magazine providing coverage of heating,
ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration,
sanitaryware, plumbing, maintenance and
environmental industries. It is the only
pUblication catering exclusively for these
industries and its circulation includes
members of the following:Chartered Institution of Building Services
Engineers (CIBSE);
Mechanical Engineering & Building
ices Contractors'
Association (MEBSCA);
RIAI-registered Architectural Practices;
The Association of Consulting Engineers of
Ireland (ACEI);
The Mechanical Engineering Contractors'
Association;
The Institute of Domestic Heating Engineers
(IDHE);
The Registered Heating Contractors
Association;
The Maintenance, Energy & Environmental
Technology Association (MEETA);
The Institute of Plumbing;
The Irish Home Builders Association (IHBA);
Builders MerchantslTrade Supply Outlets.
In addition, Irish Building Services News
circulates to independent building services
contractors and key executives in industry.
Government, Semi-State and local authority
bodies. Essentially, our circulation is virtually
saturation coverage of all those with an
interest and/or involvement in the industry.
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POTTERTON MYSON MOVE

Potterton Myson Ireland has relocated its sales, after sales and service
departments to new purpose-designed premises on the Belgard Road,
Tallaght, Dublin 24. They can now be contacted at Tel: 01-590870; Fax:
01-590880. The equipment and parts warehouse remains at Parkmore
Industrial Estate on the Long Mile Road, Dublin 12, until further notice.
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"-SAXI
THE BAXI SOLO 2
PF RANGE.
The new Baxi Solo 2. A boiler that's more
advanced and even easier to install than its
predecessor. Here is a summary of the key
features.
CONSTRUCTION The new Monobloc cast iron
heat exchanger now offers efficiency levels of up
to 80%.

HEAT OUTPUT POWERED FLUE.
30 PF 20-30,000 Btu/h (5.86 kW - 8.79 kW)
40 PF 31-40,000 Btu/h (9.09 kW - 11.72 kW)
50 PF 41-50,000 Btu/h (12.02 kW - 14.65 kW)
60 PF 51-60,000 Btu/h (14.95 kW - 17.58 kW)
80 PF 61-80,000 Btu/h (17.88 kW - 23.45 kW)
DIMENSIONS

Height:
Width:
Depth:

30 PF
600mm
(23W')
350mm
(13W')
287mm
(1P/16")

INSTALLATION LIFT WEIGHT
40 PF
30 PF
23.5kg
23.5kg
(51.8Ibs)
(51.8Ibs)

40 PF
600mm
(23W')
350mm
(13W')
287mm
(115/16")

50 PF
600mm
(23Y4")
350mm
(13W')
287mm
(115/16")
50 PF
23.5kg
(51.8Ibs)

60 PF
600mm
(23W')
462mm
(18")

80 PF
600mm
(23 1/4")
462mm
(18")

287mm
(115/16")

287mm
(115/16")

•

60 PF
32.6kg
(71.8Ibs)

80 PF
32.6kg
(71.8Ibs)
SPECIFICATIONS A rotating flue turret allows rear, left, right or vertical flue outlets.
•
Internal fixing kit as standard. Standard 4" flue throughout range.

SAFETY Operates on a negative pressure format.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
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TRADE NEWS
Euro Register Appoint Season
Control
Season Control Lld has now been appointed the agent in Ireland for
the much acclaimed range of Euro Register grilles, louvres, and
diffusers.
This range of products is renowned throughout Europe and
acknowledged by consultants, architects, interior designers etc for
aesthetics and performance, ranging from the simplest ventilation
grilles, to production of the most complex design.
As a result of the recent appointment, Season Control Lld will now be
moving into the following new lines of equipment.
VAV equipment - variable air volume equipment for controlling
comfort conditions within a room, varying air volume by various
demands; Displacement units; Swirl diffusers; and air flow control
devices.

Finheat at the K
Club
Over 30 participants representing contractors and
consultants - took part in the
inaugural Finheat Lld annual golf
outing which was held earlier
this month at the K Club in Co
Kildare.

Scoring was good given the
testing conditions, especially
with many playing the course for
the first time. In the end Michael
Kennedy emerged victoriou .

Heating Plumbing & Allied
Merchants Association
• Continued from cover

trade", says Tony Callaghan, "we felt that there was a need to
establish an association of merchants and, in so doing, create a
better understanding among those engaged which in turn would lead
to improved customer services, better business practices and a
closer working relationship with other associated organisations.
"The Executive has already met on a number of occasions and we
are now in the final stages of formulating our terms of reference.
This will include criteria for membership, a set of rules and
regulation and, perhaps most important of all, a clear-cut set of
objectives towards which we can all work for the betterment of the
business.
"More than anything else, we want to create a trading environme
whereby all bona fide merchant can conduct their businesses in
knowledge that even their arch competitors conduct themselves in a
manner which represents sensible trading, acceptable working
margins, professionalism with honesty and integrity."

The party adjourned to the
clubhouse later in the evening for
an excellent meal, after which
the prizes were presented by Jim
and Amanda King.

Finheat at the K Club - Joe Weaffer with Joe Dolan and Brendan Keav

Overall winner Michael Kennedy receiving his prize from Amanda King.
Also in attendance is Jim King.

Brisk Booking for Irish H&V Show
With a number of months still to go, the space allocated for the
Irish H&V Show - which will take place in conjunction with
Plan Expo and the Property & Facilities Management Show at
the Point Depot on 5, 6 and 7 October next - is fast being taken
up.
As we go to press 14 exhibitors have confirmed their intention
to participate, leaving less than a handful of stands remaining
for those yet to decide. Among those scheduled to take part are
Bord Gais, Waterford Stanley, Flogas, ESB, Mark Eire,
Domestic Heating Oil Council, Automated Technical Control
(Vortice), Grundfos, Merriott Radiators, Potlerton Myson,
Heating Distributors, Ventaxia, Ecotherm and Heatmerchants.

Finhea~ at the K Club - Brian Kearney with Frank Mullins and Garvin
Evans.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol32/iss7/1
DOI:
10.21427/D7XQ3Z
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Increased
Efficiency
Reduced
Energy Use
"Energy efficiency represents the
main link between energy and
environmental policies. The
most effective way to reduce
pollution i to reduce energy use
by means of increased efficiency.
Natural gas plays an important
role in measures to achieve this"
... this was the central message
from Paul O'Shaughnessy,
eting Manager, Bord Gais,
a recent gathering in the Royal
Hospital, Kilmainham, Dublin.
A key EC objective aims to
achieve a 20% improvement in
energy efficiency over 1995 and
consid~rable savings have been
n:corded so far in many sectors

and countries.
"Energy rating will lead to
reduced energy use generally, but
not necessarily reduced natural
gas sales", said Mr
O'Shaughnessy. "Because
natural gas is already established
as the most efficient form of
energy use in the home, a new
house, particularly one built to
the new building regulations, can
achieve a good energy rating
with highly-efficient natural gas
appliances and controls. Our
promotion of energy rating is
designed to increase awareness
of the less-apparent benefit of
energy efficiency through the use
of natural gas in the home", he
added.
"Apart from wind power and
water power, which have
significant but nonetheless
limited potential, the nuclear

Paul O'Shaughnessy, Marketing Manager, Bard Gais, presenting a special
award to Jim Murray, Director, Ballymore Homes, for being the first
builder to achieve the Energy Rating Benchmark.
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NEVER BEEN SO EASY!
New Viking Series 90 Is the result of

The

largest

market

survey

• NEW Double skinned panels with smooth outer
faces

three years research and development.
ever

undertaken by Roof Units Group determined the

to

create

an

elegant

and

attractive

appearance.
• NEW Purpose built fasteners for instant and

design criteria for this. the perfect air handling

easy access.

range.

Easy and fast to build - easy and fast to deliver -

Viking Series 90 Is a brand new, purpose-

easy and fast to select.

built system, using dedicated components to
achieve exactly what you, the customer asked for.
With

a

completely new framing structure.

NEW VIKING SERIES 90 FROM ROOF UNITS
GROUP. AIR HANOLlNG HAS NEVER BEEN
SO EASY - NO KIDDING.

Viking brilliantly solves Stacking, Joining, Hanging
and Base Frame reqUirements. And a new sealing
solution not only removes the perennial air leak
problem, but In Its efficiency and effectiveness
exceeds the HVAC Guide to air handling unit
leakage testing (1986) by a factor of 10.

NEW VIKING SERIES 90 FEATURES:.
•

NEW Interfittlng slide rails to make Installation
and maintenance simply minutes work.

• NEW Purpose built corners for strength and style.

----~~~

ROOF UNITS GROUP

AVAILABLE VIA DUBLIN & BELFAST DISTRIBUTORS
DAN CHAMBERS LIMITED 1011 303222 FAX, 308888 ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPLY CO LIMITED (0232) 402100 FAX, 102321402123
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TRADE NEWS
option for power generation is
the only major alternative to
fossil fuels. As nuclear power
seem an unlikely starter in the
Irish energy scene, attention
must be focused on our choice
and use of fossil fuels to meet
our short to medium term energy
needs while meeting our
commitments to controlling C02
generation", continued Mr
O'Shaughnessy, before going on
to highlight the inherent benefits
of natural gas.
"In less that 100 years we have
managed to consume more of the
earth's natural resources than
mankind had previously used in
over 250 thousand years. It has
taken a series of sharp economic
shocks to make us realise this",
concluded O'Shaughnessy.
At the same gathering Bill
Quigley, Director at the National
Irish Centre for Energy Ratings,
spoke about the actual benefits of
energy auditing and rating to
householders, builders and the
environment respectively;
Professor Owen Lewis, Head of
Energy Research Group, UCD,
spoke about energy rating in the
context of European EC Energy
and Environmental Policy; and
an award to the first builder to
achieve the Energy Rating
Benchmark was presented to Jim
Murray, Director, Ballymore
Home.

Armitage Shanks Touch
of Inspiration
Following extensive market
research, Armitage Shanks have
introduced a whole new range of
sanitary ware and also two new
colours with the emphasis on
powder tints which are a little
more subtle and paler than
pastels. This is in keeping with
the changing face of bathroom
design which has seen a move
away from "dominant" units and
fittings and fixtures. Sanitary
ware is now viewed as an
integral part of the overall
bathroom theme and not the
"leading feature" it has come to
repre ent in recent years.
The new colours now available
are Almond Rose - A soft pale
pink; and Sliver Glow - A very
pale and airy shade of grey.
The new ranges are Jardin - A
the shell-type style but with

Football Unites
The final of the all-industry 5-a-side football tournament took place
at no less a prestigious venue than Tolka Park in Dublin on 25 July.
Thermis Heating emerged victors after a tough, competitive game
with Gasview.
The scoreline of one nil reflected how close the teams were,
Thermis just having the edge over their rivals. The beaten semifinalists were Heatmerchants and Hevac.
A total of 15 teams - representing contractors, suppliers,
wholesalers and Bord Gais - participated in this inaugural event
which was run over a two-week period. The intention of the
organisers is that it should become an annual event.
Heatmerchants presented the winners with a magnificent trophy.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol32/iss7/1
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softer, more rounded edges'
Claudette - The "romantic" suite,
incorporating graceful and
sensual lines; LafayetteFollowing the more classic lines
and featuring mahogany panels
and seat cover; and Lichfield Based on simple, clean lines and
going back to a bygone era, the
bath is more tub like and even
has no grips. However, the

Below: Armitage Shanks' Lichfield
suite with Hathaway pillar taps,
bidet monobloc and bath/shower
mixer.

common theme running throu
all the options, thereby makin
far easier from a stockists point
of view. For instance, the suites
have the same WC pan, pedestal
and bidet and the same bath for
three of them. Also, Lafayette
and Lichfield have the same
mahogany panel and WC seat
with the Jardin and Claudette
also having the same bath panel
and WC seat.
Complementing the new suite
and colour introductions is the
new Richmond accessory range.
See inserts in this issue for full
detail.

,
Left: Armitage Shanks' Claudette ~
suite with Starlite pillar taps,
bath/shower mixer and matching
Richmond handwheels and
accessories.

Hathaway brassware and
mahogany seat and panels add a
touch of class.
Flexibility is the other key
feature of the new ranges, there
being four suites which are
supplied as a pack with four
options on each suite. Included
are basic taps, mixer units and
grips - all in various
combinations and in gold or
chrome finish depending on the
model and suite chosen.
Additionally, there is an element
of interchangeability and a

I

Hirex - New
Tools Section
In a major development for
Hirex, a dedicated professional
tools section called "Hand Tools
at Hirex" will be included in next
year's event.
This new feature was initiated by
the organisers to cater for the
growing demand in profe sional
tools.
Hirex will take place in London's
Wembley Exhibition Centre,
from 25 to 27 January 1994.
8
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Buildings
Maintenance
Qualifications
Course
Change is with us and the rate of
change is always increasing.
Nowhere is this more evident
than in the field of building
maintenance, as emphasis shifts
from new build to refurbishing,
repairing and maintaining
existing properties. This change
of emphasis has also affected the
ber of people and
ni ations involved and has
increased the need for improved
performances.
In most industries these days,
possession of a professional
qualification is an important key
to success in career
advancement. The field of
building maintenance and

management is no exception.
With this in mind, the Dublin
In titute of Technology, Bolton
street, Dublin - in association
with the Institute of Maintenance
and Building Management
(1MB M) - propose to offer
programmes of study at
certificate and diploma level
which lead to corporate
membership of the IMBM.
Modules on a part-time basis at
certificate level will commence
in September/October next.
The programme contains the
following modules encompassing
a core range of buildings
maintenance and management
subjects - Building maintenance
(corrective and preventative);
- Finance and costings;
- Communication techniques;

- Laws of contract.
For further detail and course
brochure contact Fred Hosford,

Course Organiser, at Tel: 018727177.

Euro Gas Direct-Fired Niche
Niche Ltd, the direct-fired air handling specialists represented
in Ireland by Euro Gas Ltd, has igned a contract with Olympia
Management Ltd for the heating of the Grand, National and
West halls at the Olympia Exhibition Centre. The contract,
worth approximately £380,000, is for the installation of direct
gas fired air heaters and supporting services to the Grand and
West halls, and conversion of steam coils in existing ductwork
to direct gas fired modules.
Scheduled for completion by mid-September, the contract will
progress without any interruption to the Olympia exhibition
schedule.
Benefits anticipated by Olympia management are improved
ventilation and control, and cost savings.
iche Ltd is widely regarded as the leading European company
in direct gas fuing, an area of application Euro Gas has
pioneered with success in recent years.

- Health, safety and welfare at
work;

FINHEAT LIMITED
HAVE MOVED TO:47 Cherry Orchard Industrial Estate
Ballyfermot, Dublin 1O.

Q.,

Telephone:
01 1993
623
Published
by ARROW@TU Dublin,

."
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BTU At Old
Conna
The BTU outing at Old Conna on
9 July was sponsored by G T
Phelanffoshiba.
Overall Winner was Joe Warren,
H: 1I Baltray, (37-3), 34 pts,
Class 1: Tom Noone, H: 10,
Hermitage, (31-1), 20 pts;

Michael Carroll, H: 8 Slade
Valley, 30 pts; John Lavelle H:
11, Stack town, 29 pts.

H: 20, Enniscrone, 31 pts; Tony
Mullin , H:21, Knickanally, 29
pts.

Class 2: John Ennis, H: 12,
Curragh, (32-1), 31 pts; Tom
Harrington, H: 16, Milltown, 31
pts; Brendan Bracken, H: 13,
Trim, 30 pts.
Class 3: Peter O'Dowd, H: 19,
Edmonstown, 32 pts; Ray Toner,

Back Nine: Des O'Gorman, H:
19, ewlands, 18 pts (won on
last 3); Michael Murphy, H:23,
Courtown, 18 pts.

Foxrock, 17 pts; Gerry Phelan,
H: 14, Old Conna, 17 pts.
Visitors: Frank Quigley, H: 19,
Woobrook, 35 pts; Laurance
Byme, H: 13 Old Conna, 32 pts
(won on last 6); John McHale,
H: 16, Old Conna, 32 pts.

Front Nine: Jerry Maher, H: IS,

IDHE News
New IDHE officers and committee members elected for
1993/1994 at the associations recent AGM were as follows:Chairman/Corres Secretary - J Noone
Vice Chairman - J Farrell
Treasurer - B Kenna
Development Officer - B Penrice
PRO - J Massey
Committee Members - S Giffney; J Hamilton; J Keogh; and R
Colgan.

Michael Carroll, 2nd, Class 1, with Michael Lavelle and Des O'Gorman.

Details of the IDHE 12th Biennial Convention have also been
announced. "In Europe - Facing the challenge" is the theme and
the event itself will be held in conjuction with Expo Exhibition
and Irish E tates, at the Point Depot on 6 October 1993.
The IDHE has also made progress on its education programme. A
major development is the reinstatement of the IDHE Diploma
Courses with the valuable assistance of the DIT Bolton Street who
are providing lecturers and supervision of the examinations.
The course will run for a period of two years. Enrolments are
almost complete.

Beeston Comeback

Mike Lavelle, Toshiba UK, presenting overall winner Joe Warren with his
prize. Also in the picture is BTU Captain, Des O'Gorman.
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Euro Gas Lld - with offices in Dublin and Cork - has represented Bees "0", I
Boiler in Ireland for the past four years, during which time they have reestablished Beeston as one of the leading suppliers of quality equipment to
the mechanical services industry. This has been achieved through prompt
and reliable after-sales service, coupled with the supply of quality cast iron
boiler, which conform with all the latest BS standards and a company
who have invested in ISO 9000.
Projects where Euro Gas have successfully upplied Beeston boilers are as
follows:Regional Technical Colleges in Dublin, Dundalk and Waterford where 30
atmospheric gas boilers, each rated @ 235KW were supplied through JY
Tiemey & Co;
AIB banks in Dublin, Cork and Limerick, through Delap & Wailer;
UCD Biotech and All Hollows College Drumcondra, through the
consulting engineers YMRA;
New Garda Headquarters, Santry and Arran Square Development through
McCarrick & Woods;
Finally, new Jurys Hotel, Dublin, through Seamus Homan & Associates
where six modular boilers, each rated @ 147KW, were installed.
Beeston Boilers also manufacture a series of high-recovery calorifiers,
plate heat exchangers and oil-fired water heaters.
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There is an improved 'ledge and
latch' system for locating the
boiler on to the backplate, and
snap fastenings make the
removal and replacement of
components straightforward.

BAXI Solo 2
- Setting
New
Standards

A revolving flue turret
dramatically cuts the time taken
to change flue direction. The
telescopic flue can be extracted
or retracted as required without
cutting, and is attached to the
flue turret with a simple 'fix and
twist' connection. Multidirectional water connections
allow external pipework to be
routed from any direction while
all internal pipework is housed
within the boiler casing.

BAXI has launched the Solo 2
boiler, designed to set new
standards in ease of installation
and servicing.
Available from Heatmerchants in
a range of five models with
outputs from 30,000 to 80,000
Btu/h, the Baxi Solo 2 PF has a
much wider range of applications
.ts predecessor. It is also
s
er than the original Solo,
allowing installation within most
kitchen wall and floor cupboards.
The main design objective was
that the product should be
exceptionally easy to install and
service. Accordingly, the boiler
features a low lift-weight of
23.5Kg (30,40 and 50 models).

I

With an efficiency level of 80%,
the Solo 2 will meet the expected
requirements of European
Directives. The boiler features a
new monobloc cast iron heat
exchanger. Frost thermo tat and
overheat thermostat is standard.

M & E Contracting Opportunities
in The UK
In 1991 the market for mechanical and electrical (M&E) contracting in
the UK was valued at over St£? billion, of which new work accounted
for St£4 billion or 55%. But what does this mean in comparison with the
rest of the construction industry and which sectors are most significant to
the M & E contractor? BSRIA's latest publication "M & E Contracting
in Great Britain" provides answers to such questions.
Contractors; output (excluding infrastructure) amounted to St£19,611
million in 1991. There have been quotes that suggest that the typical M
& E services content of a building is between 40 and 60%. While on
some projects this might be as high as 50%, BSRIA's research found that
the overall M & E average was 18.5%.
Of course, much depends on the type of building in question: offices and
hospitals have the highest M & E content ... nearly one quarter of the
total building co t. Further detailed analysis hows that air conditioned
offices have an even higher percentage, likely to be double that of non
air conditioned offices.
With new M & E work declining by nearly 20% last year and a further
6% drop anticipated this year, the repair and maintenance sector is
becoming increasingly important. In 1991, repair and maintenance
work, valued at St£3, 177 million, accounted for 45% of all M & E work;
this year it is expected to account for half of all work.

SEASON CONTROL LIMITED
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SPECIALISTS
MANUFACTURERS OF PVC FLEXIBLE DUCTING

51/52 CORK STREET, DUBLIN 8.
TELEPHO E: (01) 532688. (7 LI ES) FAX: (01) 537290.
SUPPLIERS OF HEATING. VENTILATING AIR CONDITIO ING. FILTRATION PRODUCTS

SLOT DIFFUSERS
Available in
slots of 20mm,
25mm, and
12.5mm.
From 1 to 8 slots in anodised aluminium
natural satin finish.
CIRCULAR CEILING DIFFUSERS
Steel baked enamel
finish, various options
available. Removable
core, adjustable cones,
screw face fixing, with
or without damper.
Published
by ARROW@TU
Dublin,GRILLES
1993
EURO
REGISTER

CEILING DIFFUSERS
Multi pattern - one, two,
three or four way
ceiling diffusers natural satin finish.

SPIRAL DUCT GRILLES
Supply and exhaust
air grilles suitable for
spiral duct - steel
baked, enamel finish.

& DIFF SERS FROM SEASO
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ABB

Facilities
Management
Report

Environmental
Control Annual
Golf Outing
The third annual ABB
Environmental Control golf
outing took place at Tulfarris
Golf Club on Friday 16 July.
Over 40 guests competed in
windy but sunny conditions.
Brian Raymond produced a
superb score of 37 points off a
handicap to II to win the
ABBlYork perpetual trophy.
The prizes were presented by
Managing Director Sean Smith
after dinner that evening.

Cave McMenamin, ASS, pictured with Eric Hayward, Robert Jacobs.

Summary of Results: Overall
winner - Brian Raymond.
Class I (H/cap 1-13): 1st - Barry
Hignett; 2nd - Douggie Boucher;
3rd - Liam Cahill.
Class 2 (H/cap 14-18): IstSeamus Cuddihy; 2nd - Ben
Keane; 3rd - Paul Moore.

Competitors in the ASS Environmental Control annual golf outing at
Tulfarris Golf Club enjoying a break in the proceedings.

The second phase of the project
has just been published. It
reveals a current market
estimated at St£2,300 million in
the commercial offices and retail
sectors alone. The total potential
market in the private sector is
over five times this size.

Class 3 (H/cap 18+): IstPaddy Cummings; 2nd - John
Finan; 3rd - Michael
McClelland.
ABB Staff Prize: - Dave
McMenamin.
Front Nine - Douggie Boucher.
Back Nine - Tony Mullins.
Longest drive - Ben Keane.
Nearest the pin - Laurence
Byrne.

In recent years contracted
facilities management has been
one of the few growth sectors in
an otherwise depressed building
services industry. This has been
especially apparent in mainland
Europe and the UK but now,
Ireland too is experiencing an
increase in the awareness of, the
demand for, professional
facilities management services.
Over the last two years BSIRA
has conducted two major mu
client sponsored projects which
have examined the development
of this industry within the UK
focussing particularly on how
aspiring suppliers can best meet
the demands and expectations of
the market.

Roddy Ring, ESS, pictured with Jim Moore, York; and Eric Kealy, St
James Hospital.

European Energy Technology Show
ew and innovative energy technologies form the focu for a major exhibition being organised by the
Directorate-General for Energy of the Commission of the European Communities.
The exhibition will be held at the "HaJle de Schaerbeek", Brussels, from Tue day 12 to Saturday 16
October 1993, and will feature a selection of the most successful projects supported through the European
Community'S Thermie programme for the promotion of energy technology.
The community has invested over 1.7 billion ECU in some 3,000 projects aimed at promoting greater use of
new and innovative energy technologies. The Therrnie programme is part of the EC's drive to make sure
the best available technology is employed throughout the community. If that target were realised, the
community's energy consumption could be greatly reduced, with a corresponding reduction in emissions of
C02 the main greenhouse gas.
The exhibition will illustrate a range of successful projects covering area such as rational use of energy in
industry, buildings, transport and energy industry; renewable energy sources such as solar (thermal and
photo-voltaic applications), wind, biomass and waste, small scale hydroelectricity; solid fuel technology etc.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol32/iss7/1
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Obviously, the information and
analytical data deals specificall
with the UK but, from an Iris
viewpoint, contains much of
interest and value.
The report provides
recommendations on effective
marketing of facilities
management services and
provides a clear under tanding of
the needs and expectation of the
potential market. As such, it
provides invaluable information
for any organisation considering
entering this vast, but complex
market.
There is also a facilities
management exhibition
scheduled for The Point on 5/7
October next. It will run
concurrently with Plan Expo,
Ofcan and the Irish H & V show.
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ABOUT TEMPAR ...

Committed to total customer satisfaction
Tempar Ltd is a privately-owned company specialising in providing
total air conditioning solutions by way of a complete package of
product and services which covers (l) air conditioning equipment
sales and installation; (2) plant refurbishment; (3) plant
commissioning; (4) heating, ventilation and air conditioning
equipment planned maintenance; and (5) emergency breakdown
service.
Originally a mechanical services maintenance company, Tempar's
activities now include product supply, commissioning and
installation. Sole distribution/agency agreements are held with a
number of the world's leading air conditioning manufacturers.
Current staff numbers stand at 18 people, 14 of whom are
involved directly in field activities. All are dedicated to total
customer satisfaction.
- _~_

•
Key to an efficient operation
Communication is the single most important element of any service
Industry. This is especially true of Tempar's business where routine
maintenance and emergency call-outs alike require instant decisionmaking and Immediate, effective responses. Hence the emphasis
on communications within the company and the substantial
Investment In a state-of-the-art communications network which
allows operatives instant access - by way of 2-way radios
supported by personal pagers - to the control base and with one
another. This facility is readily accessible for clients also, and
extends to Tempar management who are always contactible on
cellular 'phones.
Tempar - ,The experience and skills of highly-qualified personnel
... simply a phone call away. Being on hand by keeping in touch.

SCOPE OF
OPERATIONS
Professionalism and reliability
By its nature, much of the business Tempar engages in is reactive
... downtime caused by plant failure, emergency call-outs, etc.
However, Tempar takes a more pro-active view of its activities. The
philosophy is to plan out downtime and failures. Hence the scope
of its operations and the professionalism with which the business is
approached. Service personnel undergo continuous training and
refresher courses aimed at keeping them abreast of - and fully
competent in dealing with - all relevant technological
developments. The make-up of the product portfolio is similarly
approached. Only established, reputable, market-leading brands
are represented. The combined strengths of both make Tempar a
formidable force and one capable of servicing the entire air
conditioning, heating and ventilation and related needs of virtually
any client. Supporting that package is a dedicated commitment to
customer satisfaction evident at all levels within the company. This
in turn makes it simple for professional specifiers to deal with
Tempar.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol32/iss7/1
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Maintaining the right environment
A large portion of Tempar's business involves establishing and
managing planned equipment maintenance contracts. Here again
the pro-active element mentioned elsewhere is brought to bear.
Maintenance is not about keeping things ticking over and reacting
to failure. Tempar ensures that equipment is used correctly, that it
performs correctly and to specified criteria and that it is
maintained in a manner that promotes optimum equipment
efficiency and reliability, thereby maximising its working lifespan.
Tempar's personnel have the skills and experience to cater for an
extensive range of building mechanical services equipment
Including air conditioning; gas and oil-fired burners; air handling
units; packaged air conditioning systems; fire-fighting equipment;
plumbing and related cold water services; electrical/electronic
panels and controls; ancillary plant equipment such as pumps, etc;
and catering equipment.
A crucial element of any planned equipment maintenance contract
IS flexibility. The contract put in place has to recognise the nature
of the business in hand and to be able to cater for its particular
nee
requirements and special demands. Tempar provides a
co
ensive, professional package which is aimed at meeting
each client's specific requirements. Even reporting documentation
and methods of recording information can be presented in a form
that is meaningful and easily understood by the client.
Equally so, there are different levels and types of contract
available. At all times the idea is to devise something that IS
effective, offers a high level of communication and provides
valuable information upon which responsible decision-making can
be based.

•

•

MANPOWER
Remembering ... people look to people
Mention the word manpower and it immediately conjures up visions
of strength and vast numbers. Tempar has vast strellgth in depth
but this is not only afforded by weight of sheer numbers but also
the quality of the people concerned. All are fully qualified engineers
but must undergo continuous training and educational programmes
to ensure that they fully understand all the latest relevant new
product introductions and technological developments.
How they conduct themselves on site is equally important. They
are, effectively, ambassadors of the company. Consequently, all
operatives are also trained in how to effectively deal with people
and how to behave and react in stressful situations where the client
or his agent may be under extreme pressure as a consequence of
a particular problem.
For Tempar, business is first and foremost about people ... about
establishing relationships ... and, ultimately, about consolidating
trading partnerships.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1993
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ome worry or uncertainty as
to the ability to pay the
creditors.
Notwithstanding that a person
may have found under either
test to have acted recklessly,
the Court has power to
absolve this and make no
order for personal liability.
This discretion can be
exercised where it appears to
the Court that the person acted
honestly and responsibly in
relation to the conduct of the
affairs of the company.

BSNellVs Special Repor't

Reckless Trading - Judgment
Given in first Action

C

ompany law and
company secretarial
requirements have
changed considerably in
recent years. To assist
businesses keep abreast of
these developments, Pearse
Tr'
ervices Ltd contains
inv" able advice for all
those charged with
responsibility for such
matters.
To subscribe to the Pearse
Trust ewsletter contact
Pearse Trust Services Ltd at
01-6791384. The annual cost
is £20 for the first copy sent
to the same address and for
each additional copy the
charge is £5 per copy.
The following article is the
first in an occasional series
of extracts from the
Newsletter which BSNews
will feature over the coming

m

s.

There were few successful
actions under the Companies
Act 1963 for fraudulent
trading, mainly because
deliberate intention to defraud
creditors was difficult to
SUbstantiate. However, The
Companies Act 1990
ignificantly enlarged the
Scope of the fraudulent trading
legislation and introduced the
concept of per onal civil
liability of company directors
for reckless tradi ng.
The concept of reckless
trading applies to any person
who has, while he was an
officer of the company,

knowingly been a party to the
carrying on of any business of
the company in a reckless
manner. Reckless trading
cannot arise in situations other
than where a company is in
liquidation or under the
protection of the Court and is
unable to pay its debt .
However, the difficulty has
been in interpreting the
expression "reckle s trading".
Legally it can be interpreted
subjectively or objectively. If
applied objectively, a person
could be deemed to have acted
recklessly if he ought to have
known (ie if the reasonable
man would have known) that
his actions would cause loss to
the creditors of the company.
Then he could be taken to be
responsible for reckless
trading.
If this concept is applied
subjectively, a per on will
only be deemed to be reckless
if he personally contemplated
the consequence of his
actions and yet went on to
take the risk.
The difficulty obviously lie
in proving either of the above.
A judgment was recently
given in the first Irish case to
consider reckless trading (ie.
re Hefferon Kearns Ltd).
Judge Lynch, in his judgment,
first applied a preliminary
subjective test, saying that if a
director was trading recklessly
it must be shown: - "that the
director is party to carrying on
a business in a manner which

the director knows very well
involves an obvious and
serious risk of loss or damage
to others and yet ignores that
risk because he does not really
care whether such others
suffer loss or damage, or
because his selfish desires to
keep his own company alive
overrides any concern which
he ought to have for others".
If the per on i not found to
have knowingly traded
recklessly under this test he
may still be deemed to have
traded recklessly if:
(a) He was a party to the
carrying on of such business
and having regard to the
general knowledge, skill and
experience that may
reasonably be expected of a
person in his position, he
ought to have known that his
actions or those of the
company would cause loss to
the company's creditors; or
(b) He was a party to the
contracting of a debt by the
company and did not honestly
believe on rea onable grounds
that the company would be
able to pay the debt when it
fell due for payment as well as
all it other debts (taking into
account the contingent and
prospective liabilities).
It ha been established that (a)
of the second test requires
knowledge or imputed
knowledge that the actions in
question would cause loss to
the creditor. It is not
ufficient that there might be

This discretion was used by
the Judge in the Hefferon
Kearns case although the
director involved had been
deemed to have acted
recklessly by virtue of the
second test above. To this end
the confusion about the
interpretation of reckless
trading remains.
However, the judgment in this
case is welcome as it would
appear that in this case, even
though the directors of
Hefferon Kearns were found
to be guilty of reckless trading
under (b) of the second test,
the Judge refused to make an
order for personal
responsibility for the debts of
the company because of the
honesty and responsibility
shown by the directors in
relation to the affairs of the
company. This would indicate
that the courts do not seek to
penalise directors who act
honestly and responsibly in
relation to the affairs of their
company and do not wish
them to suffer because of the
fact that their company has
failed.
It must be borne in mind that
in this case the directors did
attempt to protect the interests
of the creditors and
approached the creditors
individually to attempt to
obtain their co-operation and
kept the trading position of the
company under close scrutiny.
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PATRIC
ENGINEERING
- Setting Quality
Standards for
Mechanical Contracting
he recent ISO 9002
Award to Patric
Engineering bears
testimony to the manner in
which the company has
brought a new
professionalism to bear on
mechanical engineering. It
also sets the tone for the

T

quality of service now on
offer to clients and thereby
raises the whole
performance criteria against
which others' work will be
measured.

Oavid Andrews, TO,
Minister for Defence & the
Marine, at a specially
arranged reception in Dun
Laoghaire where Patric are
based and where Mr
Andrews is the local TO.

The award was presented
to Patric Engineering by Mr

Quality standards are
readily applied to products

and design standards but, it
is only recently that the
services sector has sought
to establish quantifiable
criteria by which its
performance can be
measured. Many claim to
operate to quality standards
but there are only a handful
of mechanical contractors
who have received
accredition by recognised
bodies.
In fact, Patric Engineering
is the first mechanical
engineering concern in
Ireland to receive ISO 9
accredition from NSAI. It I
something which the
directors - Patrick
Gormley and Brendan
Keavney - are immensely
proud of, not because it
reflects on them personally
but- because it is an
acknowledgment of the
dedicated professionalism
of its staff. Both agree that,
no matter what the quality
control systems set in place
within the management
structure, they are doomed
to failure without the full
cooperation of, and
thorough implementation
by, the main body of the
workforce.
In commercial terms Patric
Engineering is a young
company but, the combined
experience of the directors
incorporates a wealth of
knowledge and technical
know-how gained over
many years direct
involvement in the
business.

Patrick Gormley, Managing Director, with Julie Deevy, Quality Officer; Mr David Andrews, TO,
Minister For Defence & The Marine (and also the local TO for Dun Laoghaire where Patric
Engineering has its offices); and Brendan Keavney, Director.
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When first established in
1986 Patric Engineering
contented itself with small
to medium-sized projects.
However, its performance
on such work quickly led to
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understands that the
primary objective of the
company is to satisfy the
client's requirements and
this customer care
mentality has made a
significant contribution to
the company's success and
continued growth to date.

Jurys Christchurch Inn, Dublin - Multi-systems by Patric
Engineering including heating, plumbing, plant room, laundry,
etc.

nvitations to tender for
progressively larger and
larger schemes. This in
turn led to the current
situation which sees the
company included on most
of the large and prestigious
commercial and industrial
projects undertaken in the
country.
Turnover stands at
approximately £2 million
per annum with
employment running at
seven office personnel and
26 site operators. A
recognised management
tructure exists but, on a
day-to-day basis, it would
not be apparent to an
outsider just who is
answerable to whom. The
entire operation functions
as a cohesive team of
professionals, each of
whom accepts full
responsibility for his/her
role within the overall
framework.
This team spirit is fostered
by an open, accessible
management style which is
further supported by Patric
Engineering's highlysuccessful

apprentice/training scheme.
Virtually all employees
have come up through the
ranks, having first joined as
apprentices. An additional
strength is the fact that the
company has grown in
tandem with this process
and, as a consequence,
has retained most of the
people involved.
This is an invaluable asset
and perhaps the core
strength of the company.
Experience, technical
ability, professionallyqualified personnel and
clearly-stated management
and administrative
structures are all very
necessary but they count
for nothing if not applied
with diligence, flexibility,
honesty and integrity.
This quality can perhaps
best be described as
customer care. This term
is commonplace in respect
of retailing and dealing
directly with the general
public but it applies equally
to professional services
provided within industry.
Everyone at Patric
Engineering fully

concerned which results in
a culture of quality
permeating the entire
organisation.
To this end Julie Deevy
was appointed Quality
Officer and it was she who
coordinated ail efforts
towards ISO accredition.
While an onerous task for
all concerned, Julie found
that much of the initiative
and impetus came from
staff, thereby making the
decision-making burden of
management far simpler.

It is very difficult to define
and describe quality, and
especially quality service,
but there is no denying that
we all recognise it when we
experience it. Patric
Engineering were fully
confident of the quality
service they provided but,
apart from testimonials
from satisfied clients and
word of mouth
endorsements, the
question still remained ...
how do we get the
message across to those
for whom we have not yet
done work?

Everyone at the company
is now customer driven and
that, effectively, means a
dedicated team of over 30
professionals - working
together as a cohesive unit
- to satisfy the client's
requirements in the most
efficient, professional
manner.

Hence the decision to go
the ISO 9002 route. Apart
from endorsing the
company's standing and
reputation, the whole
process of testing and
measurement is in itself a
further strengthening
process. It imposes a
discipline on the company

But achieving ISO
accredition is not the end of
the story. In fact, it is but a
new beginning. More than
that, it is a statement of
intent in respect of the
quality of service Patric
Engineering will continue to
strive to provide in the
future.

~inanci~1 S~rvices Centre - Patric Engineering VAV fit-out
installation Incorporating BMS system control on the 3rd
floor of the South Block for Citi Bank.
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Condensing boilers are recognised as high performers but expensive.
Not any more!

BERKELEY CONDENSING
PACKS literally take away
your design and installation
problems, and at prices well
within your budget.
Simply select the capacity
you require and we'll do the
rest - saving you time and
money. Whatever your
needs - ready-made or custom-designed - each pack
comes fully equipped, with
water and flue headers
including pumps.
Prefabricated and ready for
installation on site, condensing
packs are available in 2- or 3-boiler formats with output ranging
from 94kW to 461 kW; and the
non-condensing units' output
range from 88kW to 441 kW.
If your project demands hot
water, add on our high volume,
high performance
HR Calorifier.
To complete the whole systemthe BEESTON EM boiler house
energy manager - a microprocessor based system which optimises,
compensates and operates all
boiler house equipment automatically, without the neccessity of
additional relays.
Take a closer look at the BEESTON
BERKELEY CONDENSING PACKS and
be amazed at how advantageous they can be.

*
*
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol32/iss7/1
*
*
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PACK OPTIONS:
1. Domestic hot water supply through the BEESTON HR, high
recovery calorifier utilising the fuel output of one boiler to
give maximum energy savings.
2. Sequencing control with timer options.
3. Boiler house and energy managerment with BEESTON EM
microprocessor based system. Sequences, optimises,
compensates, operates all boiler house equipment with
data captive options.

€URO GAS lTD.
1 DUNCAIRN PLACE, BRAY, CO. WICKLOW.
Tel: 01-286 8244. Fax: 01-286 1729.
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sought planning permission for
the con truction of cold tore
unit, mea uring 4,,908 sq m in
total, at Ba! eskin and Stocken ,
orth Road, Fingla , Dublin 11.
ewmarket Information, the Dun Laoghaire-based
Peat briquette distributors
construction information company, provides advance
Bord na Mona, have sought
information on new construction projects nationwide
planning permis ion for the
- all potential leads for contractors, sub-contractors
construction of a bulk peat
and suppliers. The company publishes information in
torage and transit shed at Ocean
Pier, Dublin Port, Dublin I. The
the weekly CIS report which provides full project
ingle- torey building, measuring
details, contact names, addresses and telephone
3,641.8 sq m will be constructed
numbers, design team details and tendering and
in a steel portal frame. Work
construction schedules. The following listing is
costing in the region of £200,000
provided by CIS Report and gives a brief description
will tart in August or
of the types of projects covered. To obtain information September.

DVANCE ALES EADS

on the service phone 01-2809476/2809557.
Longford:
B
d lamb processor , Kepak:
(Longford) Limited, have been
given the planning go-ahead to
construct an extension to their
plant at Ballymahon, County
Longford. The ingle- torey
building, co ting over £200,000
to con truct, will comprise a
mar hailing/loading area, chill,
fork lift truck bay and associated
site work. Duggan Brother
(Contractor) Limited of
Templemore are constructing the
extension.

Kilkenny:
Kevin Moore Builders Limited
be
work in early-June on the
co
ction of an extension to
the existing mill at Castlecomer,
County Kilkenny for textile
manufacturers, Corner

Paul Tobin Limited has ought
planning permission for the
con truction of a 886 q m
industrial building containing
five individual units at Kylemore
Road, Dublin 10.

Irish Industrial Gases Limited
have been granted the neces ary
planning permission for the
creation of an air eparation plant
with a ociated control and
switchgear buildings at Bluebell,
Dublin 12. The new air
separation unit will be capable of
producing 250 tonne of liquid
ga per day. The ite ervice
layout comprise a canopy to the
Depot, concrete urface, asphalt
urface, tank farm, cooling
tower, pump, air-compressor,
eparate pre-purification unit,
transformer compound, recycle
compres or, refrigeration units,
switch room, after cooler room,
compre sor expanded room,
control room and new automatic
barriers. The new 295 sq m
building and the a ociated
work including silos and teel
tank will involve an investment
of around £14 million.

Brockport Limited recently

Pond View Limited has been

International Limited. The 311
sq m extension will be built in a
concrete frame.

Dublin:
P J WaJls (Dublin) Limited
tarted work in early-June on the
con truction of exten ion ,
co ting in the region of £2
million, to the exi ting
laboratories, locker room ,
office and car parks at their
existing pharmaceutical plant at
Drynam Road, Swords, County
Dublin for Organon (Ireland)
Limited.

given the planning g0 ahead for
the construction of a light
indu trialfwarehou e unit with
ancillary offices at Site 88/89,
Furze Road, Sandyford Industrial
E tate, Dublin 18. The 584.50 q
m building will include some
office space. The construction
contract will take three to four
months to complete.

Cork:
Mussel Depurators, Seal
Harbour Enterprises Limited
have been granted planning
permission for the erection of a
mussel depuration plant at
Inchintaggart, Glengarriff,
County Cork. The new singletorey building will measure
1,184 q m construction work,
costing between £300,000 and
£400,000 is likely to start in
1994.

Carlow:
Cedar Buildings Limited of
Arklow started work on Monday
28th June on the construction of
a building incorporating plant
grading, dispatch and cold
storage facilities, together with a
canteen, toilets, offices and
stores at Ballintemple Nursery,
Ardattin, County Carlow for the
Irish Forestry Board, Coillte
Teoranta. The 4,258.1 sq m
building will co t in the region of
£400,000 to develop and should
be completed in November next.

To be first with the new, keep abreast of new product developments and avail of the educational,
bu ine s management and technology-related article carried in every i ue of BSNews,
get your own personal copy every month.
Call Imma at Tel: 01 -- 2885001
and order your own copy NOW.
Annual subscription £27.
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R134A OPTION ON
FORMOST IS' SERIES

PRODUCTS

The US" series air-cooled water
chillers from Formost can now be
supplied for use with Refrigerant
134a. The Marelli-Clima series
comprises four units with nominal
cooling capacities of 100, 128, 148
and 170kW. Units can be provided
with desuperheaters or full heat
recovery, as required.
Fans are of aerofoil configuration and
compressor housings have been
designed for low noise emission as
standard. Increasing the condenser
coil surface area and slowing the fan
speed further reduces sound levels.
Research is currently under way to
extend the application of R134a to
both hermetic and scroll compressor
versions of the "D" and "E" ranges
Details from Nigel Rippon, Formost
Air Conditioning, Unit 9, Wilford
Industrial Estate, Ruddington Lane,
Wilford, Nottingham, NG11 7EP. Tel:
00-44-602-455033.

WATER TREATMENT
A new pUblication from BSRIA "Water Treatment for Building
Services Systems" - is a
comprehensive guide to the various
water treatment options that are
currently available. It will help
building services professionals to
ensure that the correct water
treatment provisions are specified
and implemented. It has been
researched and written by building
services engineers for building
services engineers. It is an
independent guide to the many water
treatment options now available

The new Danfoss RAS-D radiator
thermostat from J J Sampson & Son
incorporates many advanced features
and can be mounted either vertically
or horizontally.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol32/iss7/1
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R134A Option of Formost's 'S' Series Chillers - four units in the Marelli-Clima 'S'
Series of air-cooled water chillers from Formost now have an R134a refrigerant
option -100,128,148 and 170kW. Full heat recovery can be provided.

The guide, which gives a full
understanding of how to treat water
is valuable for design engineers,
installation contractors and
maintenance engineers responsible
for looking after the systems. The
most common causes of waterrelated problems are explained,
along with their effects on building
services systems. All aspects of
building services systems including
design, operation, routine control,
treatment and monitoring have been
considered.
Details from Publication Sales,
BSRIA, Old Bracknell Lane West,
Bracknell, Berks, RG12 7AH. Tel: 0044-344-426511; Fax: 00-44-344487575.

DANFOSS RADIATOR
THERMOSTAT
J J Sampson has introduced the new
Danfoss Thermostatic Radiator
Valve, type RAS-D, combining good

looks with reliability, energy saving
comfort and unprecedented ease of
operation.
The new RAS-D has smooth, c
elegant lines, with clear, easy-tounderstand markings, making it
simple for error-free setting.
The RAS-D is equipped with a snaplock mounting mechanism ensuring
quick, firm and proper connection to
the valve body, without the need for
tools.
Both built-in and remote sensors are
available in the RAS-D range,
supplied loose or in combi-packs
(angle or straight pattern) with valve
sizes 8mm, 10mm or 15mm
compression fitting or 1/2 ", 3/4" and
1" BSP for single or two-pipe,
domestic or commercial applications.
The RAS-D sensor is adjustable
between 8°C and 28°C, incorporates
a frost protection setting and/or
positive shut-off position, while'
temperature range can be limite ,,(
locked as required.

Greenwood Airvac Ventilation's new casement smoke ventilator.
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PERFECTION
IS NEVER
ACHIEVED BY
ACCIDENT

For the perfect
climate contact

RINK
AIR CONDITIONING
Unit 1, Ballymount Cross
Business Park,
Dublin 22, Ireland.
Telephone: 01 - 569469
Facimile: 01 - 504314
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Details from J J Sampson & Son Ltd,
71 Cherry Orchard Industrial Estate,
Dublin 10: Tel: 01-6268111; Fax 016269334.

CASEMENT
VENTILATOR

RODUCT

A new slim-framed Casement Smoke
Ventilator, suitable for the glazed or
curtain walling systems of shopping
malls and offices, has been
introduced by Greenwood Airvac
Ventilation.
The ventilator has 80mm width of
visible framework ... the slimmest
frame of any available to meet
BS7346. All controls are concealed
within the framework for ease of
cleaning and to prevent vandalism,
while removable access panels allow
easy maintenance from inside the
building.
Certified to BS7346: Pt1, units are
available in sizes from 0.25m2 up to
6.25m2 in area. They are suitable for
glazing units up to 26mm thick,
laminated to meet BS requirements.
A two-speed pneumatic cylinder
closes the first 90% of the closing arc
before slowing for the final 10%. This
provides a cushioned closing effect
for smooth and quiet closure without
exerting undue force on the glazing
system. A mechanical latch, rather
than air pressure, ensures fully
weathersealed closure of the
ventilators without placing pressure
on control straps.
Details from Greenwood Airvac
Ventilation, P 0 Box 3, Brookside
Industrial Estate, Rustington, Sussex,
BN16 3LH. Tel: 00-44-903-771021;
Fax: 00-44-903-782398.

SATCHWELL
COMPENSATOR/
OPTIMISER
The CSMC Microprocessor
Compensator/Optimiser from
Satchwell Grant is an advanced full
feature energy saving controller for
central heating systems in
intermittently occupied or residential
buildings.
The CSMC is highly-sophisticated,
yet easy to use and set up device,
providing a more comprehensive
range of functions than most other
individual compensators or
optimisers in a combined package.
All of these features are built-in and
do not require any add-on modules to

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol32/iss7/1
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Satchwell Grant CSMC 3805 microprocessor compensator/optimiser.

provide extra functions such as
communications.
All these features correspond to the
specific requirements for running
heating plant in the most energy
efficient way. The CSMC can be
easily configured to operate in one of
the following five control modes:Optimiser only; dual loop
compensator control (single optimiser
loop); dual boiler sequencing (single
optimiser/compensator loop); single
loop compensator/optimiser with
DHWS timeschedule output; and
single loop compensator/optimiser
with DHWS control output.
During occupation the building is
controlled from water temperature
which is varied with the weather.
When the building is unoccupied the
heating is switched off unless the
outside temperature is below frost
limit, in which case the heating is

switched on at a considerably
reduced level (assuming Euro
frost logic is used).
It also embodies the principles of
optimum start in which the heating
plant is switched on at a time which is
automatically varied each day,
providing further energy savings over
fixed time starting.
The unique LCD provides dynamic
informatiOn for visual status checks,
including plant performance which is
displayed in graphic format.
The built-in serial link facility enables
all display values to be read at a
remote computer. The latter can also
be used to enter or change any
parameter values. Use of such a
computer with the appropriate
software is entirely optional.
Details from Satchwell Grant Lt
Store Street, Dublin 1. Tel: 01366400; Fax 01-8746438.

0

POCKET-SIZED PROCESS & TEMPERATURE
INDICATOR/CALlBRATORS
A new comprehensive range of pocket-sized thermometers and calibrators
from basic unit (single channel thermometer) to enhanced (differential
input, thermo-calibrator) has been introduced by Hawco Ltd.
Designed to meet a wide range of requirementjs in workshops, laboratory
or on-site, the range includes versions for temperature measurement with
thermocouples or Pt1 00, temperature sensor simulation, process voltage
and current measurement or emission.
Features such as backlit LCD, MIN, MAX and average functions, memory
storage (notebook function) and analogue output make these pocket-sized
instruments particularly easy to use.
The units are designed specifically to withstand common shocks are
claimed to be unaffected by hostile environments. Two intrinsically safe
versions have been designed for use in hazardous areas.
Details from Hawco Ltd, Cathedral Industrial Estate, Guildord, Surrey, GU2
5YB. Tel: 004448360606; Fax: 0044483575973.
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HevacUmited
Industrial, Commercial & Domestic Heating

Introduce The Ultimate In High-Tech Sophistication With The

CHAPPEEXR4
22 Boilers from 135 KW to 835 KW Output
1. Combustion chamber:
"CHAPPtE" cast-iron
2. 2 x 50 mm insulation, top and
s;des (1 x 50 mm, front and
rear)
3. Horizontal, front and rear,
cleaning traps, giving
prompt access to exchanger
4. Stove-enamelled steel
casing - with clip-on fast
assembly
5. Control panel to make the
best of boiler performance
6. Flame sightglass, with
chamber pressure sensor
7. Fixed or hinged burner plate,
factory-drilled to special
order
8. Plate insulation pad: 10 mm
ceramic fibre (with 55 mm
fibreglass, if swinging plate)
9. Flow and return flanges. PN
16 ON 125 steel
10. Bored-steel flange for
sludge removal, dia. 90
(optional)

PANEL FEATURES
Flue Gas
erature
es.
A ows a large
selection of modes.
Groups together the
various controls and
operations although
Independent from
the body.
Room is available to
house most
electronic regulating
systems in order to
optimise XR4
operations even
further.

t;

Energy Conservation Priority With Outstanding
__
Efficiency Up To 84%
Gain Through Low Operating Costs
For XR4, CHAPPEE have produced a pressurized,
high efficiency blind combustion chamber: Velocity
is thus boosted along the combustion gas path, and
ensures:
- optimum use of the energy supplied,
- reduced flue gas losses,
_ reduction of ventilation within the chamber, and
of resulting heat losses, when the burner is
stopped.
XR4, has an exceptionally large choice of boiler 3r
and burner sizes.
Indeed, each model in the series has a varying
output range, geared to the actual requirements of
the system. Result: optimum annual operating
efficiency.
~

Another winner from. the
"CHAPPEE STABLE"
The XR3 Series 88Kw. to 238Kw. outputs.
The XR3 Series belongs to the new range
of cast iron sectional XR boilers.
It has been designed to operate on oil
or gas. Ideal for heating and supplying
domestic hot water to large houses,
offices, stores and apartment buildings.

~tl_ HevacUm/fRd
70 - 72 Lower Dorset Street, Dublin 1.
Telephone: (01) 301211. Fax:(01) 301990. Telex: 32104.
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MA NO THERM
LIMITED
THE CONTROL CENTRES
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A family of accurate and
reliable controllers and
indicators suitable for most
process applications.
FUlly configurable via
front panel for
thermocouple, RTD or
linear inputs and where
applicable relay, SSR or
linear outputs and alarms.

West Thermocouples
and RTD's for all
temperature measurement
applications. Standard
types are available or
we can manufacture to
your drawing or
sample supplied.

MA NO THERM
LIMITED

THE CONTROL CENTRES
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol32/iss7/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7XQ3Z

4 WALKINSTOWN ROAD, DUBLIN 12.
Tel: 01-522355/522229. Telex: 93388. Fax: 516919.
KNOCKBRACKEN PARK, BELFAST BT6 OHL.
Tel: 0232-491966. Telex: 93388
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